RECURVE STEALTH SHOT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1: Set up and tune your
bow as you normally would,
WITHOUT the Stealth Shots
installed.
Step 2: After your bow is
set up and tuned WITHOUT
the Stealth Shots installed,
measure and make note of
your brace height.
Step 3: Take twists out of
your string to decrease your
brace height by 1/8 of an
inch. Make note of how many
twists you removed.
Step 4: Install the Stealth
Shots on your bow, being
mindful to put the top
Stealth Shot on the top and
the bottom Stealth Shot on
the bottom, as they are not
interchangeable ( See FIG. 1).
Use the tapered washers to
level the Stealth Shot to the
bow riser, using the thicker
washer for the top mount and
the thinner washer for the
bottom (use thick washers
for top and bottom on Tiburon
bows). The flat part of the
washer goes against the
Stealthshot and the tapered
edge goes against the bow
riser. (FIG. 2).
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Step 5: After the Stealth
Shots are installed, use the
set screw (FIG. 3) to adjust
the dampers so that they
are lightly touching the bow
string. It is important that
they are not applying any
pressure to the string. See
(FIG. 4) for recommended
orientation of the Stealth
Shot dampers, both on top
and bottom.
Step 6: Add the twists back to
your string that you removed
in step 3 to reset your brace
height to your original tune.
This should leave a gap
between the Stealth Shot
and the bow string (FIG. 5),
which is required for optimal
performance and to abide by
the rules of World Archery
for competition. To be in
conformance with World
Archery competition rules,
the Stealth Shots CANNOT
touch the string at brace
height.
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RECURVE STEALTH SHOT IS AVAILABLE FOR
THE FORMULA ION-X AND TIBURON.

